FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AURORA, IL, February 26, 2020—Aftermath Services LLC, the industry leader in trauma cleanup and biohazard remediation, has further distinguished themselves in the trauma and crime scene cleanup industry by becoming an IICRC-Certified Firm. After intense coursework and hands-on training, Aftermath’s team members demonstrated superior knowledge and expertise by exceeding all program examinations to achieve certified firm status.

Topics covered in the IICRC trauma and crime scene cleanup course include how to properly don and doff personal protective equipment (PPE), structural remediation, cleaning, disposal, packaging and transport of hazardous waste.

For more than 20 years, Aftermath has adhered to the highest standards in biohazard remediation—employing a 3-step, science-based remediation process for proper cleaning and disinfection of affected biohazard areas. Aftermath’s experienced and certified technicians also use proprietary EPA approved cleaning agents and prescribe to IICRC Trauma and Crime Scene Cleanup Standards.

Communities and businesses can now find Aftermath listed in the Global IICRC locator. To learn more about who we help and our thorough cleaning and disinfection process, visit our website: www.aftermath.com.

About the IICRC
The IICRC is a non-profit organization that offers certifications to organizations who adhere to standards of quality and excellence in the cleaning, inspection, and restoration sectors. The Institute works closely with the Restoration Industry Association and International Sanitary Supply Association to create the standards that go into all accredited courses and certifications they provide.

About Aftermath Services LLC
Aftermath Services is the premier provider of trauma cleaning and biohazard remediation. Since 1996, they have provided professional and compassionate services to families, communities, and businesses after traumatic events. They believe that their customers deserve the highest quality service while being treated with dignity and respect. Aftermath has pioneered a sophisticated, science-based approach to remediation that protects the health and safety of people and restores property after tragedies. With over 35 dispatch locations nationwide and emergency response 24/7/365, their qualified and certified crime scene cleanup professionals are able to help customers with a full range of biohazard remediation and cleaning assistance, including: homicide, suicide, unattended death, personal or industrial accidents, tear gas, and communicable disease outbreaks. For more information about Aftermath, visit www.aftermath.com.
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